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ABSTRACT

Transcriptional regulators select their targets from
a large pool of similar genomic sites. The binding
of the Drosophila dosage compensation complex
(DCC) exclusively to the male X chromosome pro-
vides insight into binding site selectivity rules. Previ-
ous studies showed that the male-specific organizer
of the complex, MSL2, and ubiquitous DNA-binding
protein CLAMP directly interact and play an impor-
tant role in the specificity of X chromosome bind-
ing. Here, we studied the highly specific interaction
between the intrinsically disordered region of MSL2
and the N-terminal zinc-finger C2H2-type (C2H2) do-
main of CLAMP. We obtained the NMR structure of
the CLAMP N-terminal C2H2 zinc finger, which has
a classic C2H2 zinc-finger fold with a rather unusual
distribution of residues typically used in DNA recog-
nition. Substitutions of residues in this C2H2 do-
main had the same effect on the viability of males
and females, suggesting that it plays a general role
in CLAMP activity. The N-terminal C2H2 domain of
CLAMP is highly conserved in insects. However, the
MSL2 region involved in the interaction is conserved
only within the Drosophila genus, suggesting that
this interaction emerged during the evolution of a
mechanism for the specific recruitment of the DCC
on the male X chromosome in Drosophilidae.

INTRODUCTION

It remains unknown how transcription complexes bind
exclusively to the certain chromatin regions that do not
have pronounced sequence specificity relative to many other
genome regions. A striking example of the specific recruit-
ment of transcription complexes is the process of dosage
compensation in Drosophila (1–3). Dosage compensation
occurs by increasing the level of gene expression of the
X chromosome of males (X/Y) relative to that of females
(X/X). The dosage compensation complex (DCC), which
binds only to the male X-chromosome, is responsible for
increasing the expression of male genes.

The DCC consists of five proteins, MSL1, MSL2, MSL3,
MOF and MLE, and includes two non-coding RNAs,
roX1 (3.7 kb) and roX2 (0.6 kb), which perform mutu-
ally interchangeable functions (1,2). Proteins MSL1, MSL3,
MOF and MLE are also present in females and are involved
in regulating gene expression in other transcriptional com-
plexes unrelated to dose compensation (1). The MSL2 pro-
tein is specific for males (4), and is therefore believed to play
a major role in the selective recognition of the male X chro-
mosome.

Inactivation of the MSL3 or MLE proteins led to bind-
ing of the incomplete MSL1-MSL2 complex to ∼200 sites
on the X chromosome, referred to as chromatin entry sites
(CES) or high-affinity sites (HAS) (5,6). The CXC domain
of MSL2 recognizes most HAS/CES sites in vitro, and it is
likely to be involved in the selection of the male X chromo-
some by DCC (7–9) In addition, the zinc-finger CLAMP
protein binds to GA-repeats found in most of HAS/CES
and is essential for recruitment of DCC on the male X chro-
mosome (10). The N-terminal 153 aa region of CLAMP,
including the first zinc-finger C2H2 domain, interacts with
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the unstructured highly conserved (within the Drosophila
genus) 618−655 aa region of MSL2 (the CLAMP-binding-
domain, CBD) (11,12). Inactivation of CBD or CXC in
MSL2 only modestly affects recruitment of the DCC to the
X chromosome in males (12). However, combining of these
two genetic lesions within the same MSL2 mutant resulted
in strong inactivation of DCC.

Our previous data suggest that the C2H2 zinc finger do-
main is required for this interaction (12). The typical C2H2
zinc finger domain has two beta strands and an alpha-helix
stabilized by a coordinated zinc ion. Domains of this type
are commonly involved in specific DNA binding through
residues in the alpha-helix. However, there is growing evi-
dence of their possible function as protein-protein interac-
tion domains (13).

Interaction of the CLAMP N-terminal zinc-finger with
MSL2 is highly specific: in Y2H screening, we revealed that
MSL2 only interacted with CLAMP and not with any other
protein of the tested 152 multi-zinc-finger Drosophila tran-
scription factors (12). Here, we examined the structural ba-
sis for the interaction between the CLAMP and MSL2 pro-
teins using NMR techniques and mutagenic screening com-
plemented with in vivo experiments. This study reveals for
the first time the features of stable C2H2 zinc-finger interac-
tion with unfolded peptides. We found that the CLAMP N-
terminal C2H2 domain interacts with MSL2 using amino
acid residues different from those commonly used for DNA
recognition. Furthermore, only simultaneous substitutions
of several residues at the binding interface significantly
weakened the interaction and resulted in progressive DCC
delocalization.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plasmids and cloning

cDNAs were PCR-amplified using corresponding primers
(Supplementary Table S3) and cloned into a modified
pGEX4T1 vector (GE Healthcare) encoding the TEV pro-
tease cleavage site after GST and into the vector de-
rived from pACYC and pET28a(+) (Novagen) bearing a
p15A replication origin, kanamycin resistance gene, and
pET28a(+) MCS. Apis mellifera cDNA was prepared using
standard procedures from adult bees obtained from a local
apiary. PCR-directed mutagenesis was used to create con-
structs expressing mutant proteins using mutagenic primers
(Supplementary Table S3). For yeast two-hybrid assays, cD-
NAs were amplified using the corresponding primers (Sup-
plementary Table S3) and fused with the DNA-binding or
activation domain of GAL4 in the corresponding pGBT9
and pGAD424 vectors (Clontech). Details of assembling
the constructs for expressing proteins in transgenic flies are
available upon request.

Analysis of C2H2 zinc-finger amino acid composition

The development of a hidden Markov Model of the C2H2
domain sequence and calculation of the probabilities of
each residue at given positions were performed using
Skylign (14). Details are described in Supplementary Infor-
mation.

Protein procedures

Proteins were expressed in BL21 (DE3) cells and purified
with IMAC, followed by anion-exchange chromatography.
Pulldown assays were performed as described (12). Stable
isotope-labeled proteins were expressed according to (15)
and purified using the same procedures as native proteins.
Detailed procedures are described in Supplementary Infor-
mation.

NMR spectroscopy

The NMR samples were prepared in concentrations of 0.5
mM (13C, 15N-labeled MSL2618–655 and CLAMP deriva-
tives) and 0.1–0.4 mM (15N-labeled protein) with 5% (v/v)
D2O for frequency lock. Most 2D NMR spectra were col-
lected using a Bruker AVANCE 600 MHz spectrometer
equipped with TXI triple resonance (1H,13C,15N) probe,
and 3D spectra were recorded on a Bruker AVANCE 700
MHz spectrometer equipped with a quadruple resonance
(1H, 13C, 15N, 31P) cryo-probe. All NMR experiments were
carried out at 25◦C. Additional experimental details are in-
cluded in Supplementary. The structure of CLAMP was de-
posited to protein data bank with the accession ID 7NF9.

Y2H

The yeast two-hybrid assay was performed as previously de-
scribed (16). Briefly, for growth assays, plasmids were trans-
formed into yeast strain pJ69-4A by the lithium acetate
method, following standard Clontech protocol, and plated
on media without tryptophan and leucine. After 2 days
of growth at 30◦C, the cells were plated on selective me-
dia without tryptophan, leucine, histidine, and adenine, and
their growth was compared after 2–3 days. Each assay was
repeated three times.

Fly crosses, transgenic lines and polytene chromosome im-
munostaining

Fly protein extracts were obtained as described (17). Im-
munostaining of polytene chromosomes was performed as
described (12). For details see Supplementary Information.

RESULTS

The MSL2 contact surface of the CLAMP protein

The main goal of the study was to understand how the
C2H2 domain of CLAMP specifically interacts with MSL2.
The interaction domains have been previously mapped to
the 618−655 aa of MSL2 and 87−153 aa of CLAMP
(12). Since attempts to obtain a crystal of MSL2/CLAMP
complex were unsuccessful, we used NMR techniques to
study this complex. The backbone and side-chain reso-
nance assignments have been made for CLAMP87–153 us-
ing a set of 3D NMR spectra obtained for 15N- and 13C-
labelled protein samples. Obtained chemical shifts were
used to calculate RCI-derived order parameter S2 (accord-
ing to Talos + program (18)) which appears to be high for
the residues 126−150, indicating that CLAMP87–153 is well
structured in this region (Supplementary Figure S1).
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Figure 1. Drosophila protein CLAMP interacts with MSL2 through its N-terminal zinc-finger domain. (A) NMR structure of CLAMP87–153 (PDB: 7NF9).
(B) Relative perturbation of CLAMP87–153 residues’ chemical shifts upon interaction with MSL2. Full spectra are shown in the Supplementary Figure S6.
(C) Residues with the strongest chemical shifts are shown in red at the CLAMP N-terminal zinc finger structure. (D) The MSL2-contact surface of the
CLAMP N-terminal zinc finger. (E) Multiple sequence alignment of CLAMP N-terminal zinc-fingers from various insects. Typical DNA-binding residues
are shown, and red asterisks mark the residues displaying the largest chemical shift perturbations. Triangles depict residues subjected to mutagenesis, red
represents a negative effect on binding, and green represents no detectable effect. (F) Schematic representation of zinc-finger structure showing the secondary
structure, DNA- and MSL2-binding residue positions are depicted. Residues subjected to mutagenesis are shown in red circles. (G) GST-pulldown (left) and
yeast two-hybrid assays (right) of the interaction between GST-tagged MSL2618–655 and 6xHis-thioredoxin-tagged CLAMP1–153 bearing point mutations
within the zinc-finger domain. AD, activation domain; BD, DNA-binding domain of GAL4 protein. + or – denotes the ability of yeasts to grow on the
media without histidine; assay plates are shown in the Supplementary Figure S9.
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A family of 20 NMR structures of CLAMP87–153 was cal-
culated (Figure 1A) using a set of 357 distance, 40 dihe-
dral angle and 2 hydrogen bond restraints (see Supplemen-
tary Table S1 for details) and restrained molecular dynamics
(MD) protocol as described in Supplementary Information.
Solution structure reveals a well-defined zinc-finger domain
of C2H2 type on the C-terminus of CLAMP87–153 (from
F127 to E153), whereas the N-terminal portion (from N87
to S126) is disordered (Figure 1A).

The CLAMP C2H2 domain structure details are de-
scribed in Supplementary Figures S2 and S3. The re-
gion preceding the zinc finger is conserved in most in-
sects except Hymenopterans (Supplementary Figure S4).
CLAMP1–153 was found to be able to interact with full-
length CLAMP in a yeast two-hybrid assay (Figure 1G)
suggesting the presence of oligomerization domain. How-
ever, the CLAMP40–153 itself does not have dimerization
activity in vitro as determined by NMR relaxation studies
(Supplementary Figure S5). The superposition of the spec-
tra of CLAMP87–153 and CLAMP1–153 indicates that the sig-
nals of the 126−153 region have almost the same positions
regardless of the lengths of the upstream peptide sequence,
while all signals of the 1−125 region are present in the spec-
tral area corresponding to the non-structured polypeptide
chain (Supplementary Figure S3).

To identify critical MSL2-binding residues within
CLAMP, we performed NMR chemical shift perturbation
experiments with 15N-labeled CLAMP40–153 titrated with
an excess of unlabeled MSL2618–655 (Figure 1B and C, Sup-
plementary Figure S6). This experiment showed that only
the residues within the C2H2 zinc-finger domain exhibit
the perturbation of the chemical shifts (Figure 1C and D).
The most significant changes were found for the residues
located within the alpha-helix of the C2H2 domain: N143
(+5 relative to the alpha-helix), T150 (+12), positively
charged residues K146 (+8) and R147 (+9) and less for
L142 (+4) and A144 (+6). Most of these residues are highly
conserved in insects (Figure 1E, Supplementary Figure
S4). We also observed chemical shift changes for H149,
involved in zinc-ion binding. In this case, the chemical shift
perturbation may reflect the slight conformation change
of this residue upon binding the MSL2 peptide sequence.
Interestingly, most amino acids involved in MSL2 binding
differ from those commonly involved in DNA binding by
C2H2 zinc fingers (relative to the alpha-helix: –1, +2, +3,
+6 and in some cases +1 (19,20)). We compared amino
acid residues of the CLAMP N-terminal zinc finger at
DNA-binding positions with their average abundance in
C2H2 zinc fingers (Supplementary Figures S7 and S8).
Results of the analysis suggest that the CLAMP N-terminal
zinc-finger has quite an atypical pattern of DNA-binding
residues. It is very likely, that this zinc-finger is not involved
in DNA binding (details provided in Supplementary
Information). Previous study (12) showed that the cluster
of zinc-fingers 2–7 is responsible for CLAMP binding to
(GA)n motif.

To confirm the role of the identified amino acids in MSL2
binding, we tested mutant variants of the C2H2 domain for
interaction with MSL2618–655 in the GST-pulldown and full-
length MSL2 in yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) assays; the ability
of CLAMP1–153 to interact with full-length CLAMP served

as a control (Figure 1G and Supplementary Figure S9).
We engineered single amino acid substitutions of K146 and
R147 to oppositely charged glutamate to induce electro-
static repulsion and N143 to alanine. Also, we mutated con-
served residues at DNA-binding positions H138 (–1), L139
(+1) and L141 (+3) to alanines (Figure 1F). Residues +2
and +6 are not conserved in CLAMP proteins (Figure 1E).
Correct folding of mutant proteins was confirmed with 1D
and 2D NMR spectra (Figure S10).

Among seven single amino acid substitutions tested, only
L139A and K146E considerably affected the interaction
of CLAMP1–153 and MSL2 in Y2H (Figure 1G). In GST-
pulldown, only double and triple mutations in CLAMP1–153

displayed strong effects on the interaction with MSL2618–655

(Figure 1G). K146E attenuated the in vitro interaction
and adding R147E enhanced this effect. However, adding
N143A did not have an additive weakening effect on the in-
teraction in combination with other mutations (Figure 1G).
The inability of double mutant CLAMP to interact with
MSL2 was also confirmed by 2D NMR demonstrating that
MSL2 titrated with CLAMP41–153 L139A/K146E no longer
exhibits the same chemical shift perturbations as it does in
case of wild-type CLAMP41–153 construct (Supplementary
Figure S11).

The N-terminal zinc finger of CLAMP is preceded by
sequence NTISNIS conserved in most insects, which may
contribute to protein-protein binding; however, no changes
in chemical shifts were observed for these residues. We in-
troduced an alanine substitution for conservative isoleucine
122 (I122A), but this mutation did not affect the interaction
efficiency (Figure 1G).

Altogether, our results suggest that residues in the alpha-
helix of CLAMP N-terminal C2H2 domain display redun-
dancy in MSL2 interactions. Only the substitution of sev-
eral residues involved in the interaction considerably affects
the MSL2 binding.

The CLAMP contact area of the MSL2 protein

We performed a reverse experiment to understand fur-
ther the mechanism of CLAMP N-terminal C2H2 domain
binding to the unfolded MSL2 peptide. We produced sta-
ble isotope-labeled MSL2618–655 protein and performed a
backbone resonance assignment using a set of 3D NMR
spectra on 15N- and 13C-labelled protein samples. Molec-
ular modeling suggests a possibility to form �-hairpins at
V634−N638 and G641−N647, but according to the chemi-
cal shift values, MSL2618–655 is mostly unstructured in solu-
tion (Supplementary Figure S12), which is also supported
by the lack of NOE signals. Upon titration with unlabeled
CLAMP40–153 we observed chemical shift perturbation of
the certain residues of MSL2618–655 (Figure 2A, relative per-
turbation is shown in Figure 2B, full spectra in Supplemen-
tary Figure S13). We did not observe a significant change in
chemical shifts of MSL2618–655 upon binding to CLAMP,
which indicates that it does not acquire ordered conforma-
tion in the process of complex formation.

The NMR spectra measured during titration experiments
indicate a fast exchange between free and bound states,
which is a consequence of relatively weak protein-protein
interaction. For fast exchange between bound and free
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Figure 2. The small unfolded sequence of MSL2 interacts with CLAMP. (A) Sections of 1H–15N MSL2618–655 spectra showing perturbations of chemical
shifts of MSL2 residues upon CLAMP binding. Full spectra are shown in the Supplementary Figure S13. (B) Relative perturbation of MSL2 residues’
chemical shifts upon interaction with CLAMP. (C) Multiple sequence alignment of CLAMP-interacting MSL2 region from Drosophila species. Red as-
terisks show the residues with the largest chemical shift perturbations upon binding to CLAMP. Triangles mark residues subjected for mutagenesis, red
represents a negative effect on binding, and green represents no detectable effect. (D) GST-pulldown assay of interaction between GST-tagged MSL2618–655

(represented by *) and 6xHis-thioredoxin-tagged CLAMP1–153.

states (koff >> the frequency change), resonances of la-
beled protein moved from free to bound positions upon the
increase of concentration of unlabeled interacting protein.
Analysis of chemical shift perturbation during the titration
allowed to estimate the Kd of CLAMP–MSL2 interaction
as 0.2 ± 0.1 mM at 25◦C (see Supplementary Figure S14
and Supplementary Information for details).

Largest chemical shift changes were observed for both
hydrophobic (L633, V634, Y643) and charged clusters of
residues (E639, K640), with the most significant change
for H631. To further demonstrate the influence of these
residues on CLAMP binding, we designed substitutions
for conserved residues H631A, L633A, V634A, E639A and
Y643A. We utilized combinations of these substitutions
and introduced them simultaneously. Unexpectedly, H631A
did not affect the interaction even though it displayed the
strongest chemical shift perturbation. L633A and V634A
had little effect, but E639A, Y643A, and their combina-
tion significantly weakened binding of MSL2 to CLAMP
in vitro. Furthermore, simultaneous substitutions of four
residues (L633A, V634A, E639A and Y643A) resulted in
almost complete loss of interaction in the pulldown assay
(Figure 2D). These results suggest that the interaction be-
tween MSL2 and CLAMP is an additive effect of multiple

contacts and allows in the course of evolution to gradu-
ally select the most effective combination of amino acids in
MSL2 for interaction with the CLAMP N-terminal C2H2
domain.

Almost all residues responsible for the interaction with
CLAMP are highly conserved in the MSL2 proteins of
various Drosophilids (Figure 2C). However, the full motif
is not conserved even in the closest Dipterans (Supplemen-
tary Figure S15). This low conservation contrasts with the
CLAMP C2H2 domain, which remains highly conserved
in all insects. Bees and other social Hymenopterans have
a completely different mechanism of sex determination
(males are haploid) and thus might not utilize dosage com-
pensation similar to Drosophilids (21). At the same time,
the N-terminal C2H2 domain has a high level of homology
between CLAMP proteins from Drosophila melanogaster
and Apis mellifera. We studied CLAMP–MSL2 interaction
in Apis mellifera (hereafter amCLAMP and amMSL2).
The amCLAMP and amMSL2 do not interact directly
(Supplementary Figure S16A). At the same time, am-
CLAMP can interact with D. melanogaster MSL2618–655,
which is not surprising since most protein-interacting
residues are conserved (Figure 1E, Supplementary
Figure S16A).
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Mutations of the MSL2–CLAMP interface affect DCC re-
cruitment in vivo

To assess the effect of mutations disrupting the
CLAMP:MSL2 contact surface in vivo, we gen-
erated transgenic flies expressing 3xHA-tagged
CLAMPWT, CLAMPK146E, CLAMPK146E;R147E, and
CLAMPL139A;K146E under strong ubiquitin (Ubi63E)
promoter (Figure 3A). The transgenes were inserted into
the same 86Fb region on the third chromosome, using a
�C31 integrase-based integration system (22). Immunoblot
analysis showed that all CLAMP variants were expressed
at similar levels (Supplementary Figure S17A). To under-
stand the functional roles of the mutations in the C2H2
domain, we used a previously described null mutation
in the clamp gene, named clamp2 (23). We examined the
ability of transgenes expressing wild-type and mutant
proteins to complement the clamp2 mutation (Figure 3B,
Supplementary Table S2). Expression of the CLAMPWT

protein restored to a greater extent the survival rate of
clamp2 flies. At the same time, males and females express-
ing any of the CLAMP mutants displayed low viability.
Thus, the N-terminal domain of C2H2 is required for
CLAMP activity, which is not related to its role in dosage
compensation.

To define the contribution in vivo of key amino acids
in the CLAMP-interacting region of MSL2, we created
transgenic lines expressing different FLAG-tagged MSL2
mutants under control of the Ubi63E promoter in the 86Fb
region (Figure 3A). We tested the mutations in the MSL2
that affect interaction with CLAMP in vitro: MSL2Y643A,
MSL2E639A;Y643A, and MSL2L633A;V634A;E639A;Y643A. The
previously obtained transgenic lines (12) expressing
MSL2WT and MSL2�642–654 were used as positive and
negative controls. Immunoblot analysis showed that all
MSL2 variants were present in the transgenic flies at nearly
equivalent levels as MSL2WT (Supplementary Figure
S17A).

Ectopic expression of MSL2 in females resulted in the
assembly of functional DCC (24,25) that led to a strong
increase of gene expression, and as a consequence, de-
creased viability. This model is most sensitive for identify-
ing mutations in MSL2 that affect the specific binding of
the MSL complex to the X chromosome. Females carry-
ing homozygous MSL2wt transgenes had low viability (Fig-
ure 3C). At the same time, females carrying homozygous
transgenes expressing MSL2�642–654 or any of the tested mu-
tant versions of MSL2 (MSL2Y643A, MSL2E639A;Y643A and
MSL2L633A;V634A;E639A;Y643A) displayed normal viability
suggesting that the functional activity of MSL2 is impaired
in all mutants (Figure 3C). These results indicate that all
mutations in MSL2 negatively influence the assembly of
functional DCC in females.

The CLAMP interacting regions in the MSL2 pro-
teins from D. melanogaster and D. virilis (dvMSL2) dif-
fer in 10 aa (Figure 2C). However, it was shown that
the dvMSL2 interacts with CLAMP more strongly than
MSL2 in D. melanogaster (26). To test how the strength
of MSL2–CLAMP interaction affects the dosage compen-
sation, we made transgenic line expressing MSL2 variant
(MSL2dvCBD) in which the 618−655 aa region is substituted

the similar region from dvMSL2. Both MSL2 peptides in-
teract strongly with CLAMP in vitro (Figure S16B). We also
constructed transgenic lines expressing MSL2dvCBD+�CXC

variant with the deletion of CXC domain. Immunoblot
analysis showed that both CLAMP variants were expressed
at levels equivalent to MSL2wt (Figure S17A). Females car-
rying homozygous MSL2dvCBD transgenes had low viabil-
ity suggesting that the chimeric MSL2 is functional (Figure
3C). In contrast MSL2dvCBD+�CXC females displayed nor-
mal viability, consistent with the important role of the CXC
domain in recruitment of the MSL complex on the X chro-
mosome.

Polytene chromosomes in the nuclei of salivary glands
are a well-established model system for studying the re-
cruitment and spreading of the MSL complex along the X
chromosome (27–30). We used anti-FLAG mouse antibod-
ies to identify tagged MSL2 variants and anti-MSL1 and
anti-MSL2 rabbit antibodies to confirm the recruitment of
endogenous components of the DCC (Figure 3D, Supple-
mentary Figure S18A). Transgenic expression of MSL2WT

in females led to localization to the X-chromosomes of
both the MSL2 and MSL1 proteins (12). The deletions in
the CLAMP interacting region resulted in an almost com-
plete absence of binding sites for the MSL2�642–654 mu-
tant and MSL1 on the female X chromosomes. The Y643A
and E639A;Y643A mutations in MSL2 only slightly de-
creased the binding of the mutant MSL2 variants and
MSL1 to the female X chromosomes. Simultaneous mu-
tation of four amino acids (L633A;V634A;E639A;Y643A)
led to the same effect as the deletion of the CLAMP inter-
acting region. These results confirm that several residues
in MSL2 additively interact with the C2H2 domain of
CLAMP. The effectiveness of such interaction depends on
the number of residues involved in the formation of a spe-
cific CLAMP–MSL2 contact.

Transgenic expression of the chimeric MSL2dvCBD pro-
tein in females led to recruiting of the MSL complex on
the polytene X chromosome like in females expressing
MSL2WT (Figure 3D, Supplementary Figure S19). Thus,
the MSL2dvCBD protein retains complete functional activity.
Similar to results obtained previously with MSL2 �CXC (12),
in MSL2dvCBD+�CXC females, we did not observe binding of
the MSL complex on the X chromosome. Taken together
the results suggest that the CLAMP interaction regions in
the MSL2 proteins from two Drosophila species have the
same properties and cannot substitute the absence of the
CXC domain.

Recent study (31) has shown that the C-terminal por-
tion of MSL2 is involved in a specific interaction with
roX RNAs, which is critical for the specific recruitment of
the MSL complex on the X chromosome. In Drosophila,
roX2 RNA expression improves the efficiency of bind-
ing of the MSL complex to the X chromosome (26,31).
Therefore, we asked whether strong expression of roX2
could compensate for the inactivation of the CLAMP in-
teraction region or of the CXC domain upon specific re-
cruitment of the MSL complex on the X chromosome.
We generated transgenic line (roX2), in which the roX2
gene under control of the ubiquitin promoter was in-
serted into the 86Fb region. In roX2/MSL2�CXC and
roX2/MSL2�642–654 females, the expression level of roX2
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Figure 3. The CLAMP–MSL2 interaction is required for the correct recruitment of the dosage compensation complex. (A) Schematic representation of
rescue constructs expressing 3xHA-tagged CLAMP 3xFLAG-tagged MSL2 proteins under the control of ubiquitin-p63E promoter; SV40 poly(A)–SV40
polyadenylation signal; attB is the site for �C31-mediated recombination used for site-specific insertion of the construct; yellow represents the intronless
yellow gene used as a reporter. (B) Comparison of the viability (relative to clamp2/+ mutant background) of males and females upon the rescue of the
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data are shown in the Supplementary Table S2. (C) Relative viability of females with ectopic expression of the MSL2 variants. (D) Effect of single amino-acid
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was nearly similar to WT males (Figure S17B). Next, we
examined binding of MSL1 and MSL2 to polytene chro-
mosomes in females roX2/MSL2�CXC, roX2/MSL2�642–654

and roX2/MSL2L633A;V634A;E639A;Y643A (Figure S20). As it
was shown above, expression of both MSL2 variants in fe-
males did not result in binding of the MSL proteins on the
X chromosome. Simultaneous expressing of these mutants
with roX2 RNA only partially restored the recruitment of
MSL complex on the X chromosome. These results suggest
that roX2 overexpression cannot fully compensate for in-
activation of the CXC domain or CLAMP binding region
of MSL2. Expression of roX2 improves the binding of all
studied MSL2 mutants to the X chromosome to the same
extent. Since the CXC domain is not required for the MSL2-
roX interaction, it seems likely that the CLAMP interacting
region is also not critical for roX2 binding to MSL2.

DISCUSSION

For the first time, this study reveals the features of the highly
specific interaction of the C2H2 zinc-finger with an intrin-
sically disordered polypeptide chain – part of MSL2. Ac-
cording to NMR data this fragment of MSL2 does not be-
come structured upon binding to CLAMP. The N-terminal
C2H2 domain of CLAMP at DNA-binding positions con-
tains residues that differ significantly from those typical to
the C2H2 domain involved in DNA binding. Single amino-
acid substitutions have little effect on the CLAMP–MSL2
interaction suggesting an additive role of multiple bonds in
forming a stable and specific interaction. Both hydrophilic
and hydrophobic residues are involved in the interaction;
notably, strong responses were shown for E639 in MSL2
and K146 and R147 in CLAMP, suggesting electrostatic
interactions and possible salt bridge formation. Unexpect-
edly, whereas MSL2 peptide displayed significant chemi-
cal shifts for multiple hydrophobic residues after binding to
CLAMP, in the CLAMP we can see perturbations mostly
for the polar and charged residues. One possible explana-
tion is that the hydrophobic core of the zinc finger did
not undergo structural rearrangements after binding the
MSL2, but the same residues formed stable hydrophobic
pockets involved in the interaction with hydrophobic MSL2
residues.

All residues involved in the interaction are highly con-
served in CLAMP proteins but almost non-conserved in
family of MSL2 proteins outside the Drosophila genus, sug-
gesting that the CLAMP N-terminal zinc finger has an
important role and most likely is involved in interactions
with other factors besides MSL2. Expression of the mu-
tant CLAMP proteins has an equal effect on male and fe-
male viability, further supporting this hypothesis. Even Apis
mellifera CLAMP can interact with Drosophila MSL2, sup-
porting the assumption of strong evolutionary conserva-
tion of the CLAMP N-terminal C2H2 domain. However,
we did not observe any interaction between amMSL2 and
amCLAMP. Thus, it seems likely that the interaction be-
tween CLAMP and MSL2 occurs only in Drosophilidae
and closely related species since we were unable to identify
MSL2 motifs that can interact with the CLAMP C2H2 do-
main outside the Drosophila genus (Supplementary Figure
S15).

Previously it was suggested that the interaction between
MSL2 and the CLAMP C2H2 domain is essential for re-
cruiting of the DCC to the male X chromosome (12). It
was also shown that the roX RNAs bind to the C-terminal
portion of MSL2, including the CLAMP interaction region
(31,32). The roX RNAs and the MSL2 CTD form a sta-
bly condensed state that allows specific recruitment of the
MSL complex on the X chromosome. Here, we have demon-
strated the additive contribution of CLAMP and CXC in-
teracting domains of MSL2 and roX2 RNA to the specific
recruitment of the MSL complex to the X chromosome.

CLAMP is a key early developmental pioneer tran-
scription factor involved in maintaining open chromatin
and recruiting major transcription factors (10,23,33,34).
During early embryogenesis, CLAMP preferentially binds
to genomic regions outside HAS (35). The MSL com-
plex initially binds nonspecifically to CLAMP-rich regions
throughout the genome. Subsequently, preferential enrich-
ment of the MSL complex and CLAMP occurs at HAS
(11,35). Cooperative interaction with DNA and CLAMP
allows MSL to compete more effectively with nucleosomes
when binding to chromatin (11). Improving the interaction
between MSL2 and CLAMP has an evolutionary advan-
tage as it results in more efficient specific binding of the
MSL complex to the male X chromosome. It can be as-
sumed that in the course of evolution, there was a gradual
increase in the strength of interaction between CLAMP and
MSL2 as a result of mutations in the MSL2 region, which
is not conservative.

In D. virilis, a species separated from D. melanogaster
by 40 million years of evolution, orthologs of MSL2 and
CLAMP (dvMSL2 and dvCLAMP) interact much more
strongly than in D. melanogaster (32). We have demon-
strated that CLAMP interacting regions in MSL2 proteins
from both Drosophila species have approximately the same
activity in specific recruiting of MSL complex on the X
chromosome. Unlike D. melanogaster MSL2, the CXC do-
main in dvMSL2 does not specifically recognize HAS sites
and binds X chromosome and autosomes with the same ef-
ficiency (26). It seems likely that in D. virilis, the loss of spe-
cific binding of CXC on HAS is compensated by additional
domain in dvMSL2 that is involved in specific recruitment
of MSL complex on the X chromosome.

In addition to recruiting the MSL complex, MSL2 binds
to autosomal promoters of genes involved in patterning and
morphogenesis and is required for the proper development
of males (36). It can be assumed that the lack of specificity
of the interaction between the CXC domain and the HAS
allows dvMSL2 to more efficiently bind to autosomal pro-
moters and participate in their regulation in D. virilis.

Our results suggest that interactions between C2H2
domains and intrinsically disordered regions may be
widespread for creating new protein-protein interactions.
However, the availability of structural data supporting the
protein binding potential of C2H2 domains is limited. We
have summarized the available data for protein-protein in-
teractions mediated by the classical C2H2 domains (Figure
4 and Supplementary Figure S21). The interactions between
the C2H2 and CCHC FOG domains with folded protein
domains (coiled-coil domain or GATA-type zinc finger) are
formed by the alpha-helix, and residues in such interfaces
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Figure 4. Comparison of the zinc-finger residues used for protein binding. Cartoons were drawn according to the following structures (PDB ID): 1F2I
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significantly overlap with those involved in DNA-binding
(37,38). Zinc fingers of Snail protein also use the DNA-
binding side of the alpha-helix for interaction with Importin
beta (39), but the set of residues significantly differs from
that normally used for nucleic acid binding (Figure 4).

In contrast to these complexes, protein-binding residues
of the CLAMP N-terminal C2H2 domain are located
closer to the C-terminus and at the opposite side of the
alpha-helix. NMR spectra demonstrate that the CLAMP-
interacting sequences of MSL2 are unfolded. There is only
one example of a similar interaction in which an artificial
unfolded peptide contacted with the surface of the alpha-
helix opposite to that used for DNA binding in the C2H2
domain of Zif268 (40) (Figure 4). This interface of C2H2
also was implicated in multiple contacts with structured
protein domains. For example, this interface participates
in intermolecular interactions between neighbor C2H2 do-
mains of the GLI protein (41,42) and between the first
and third C2H2 domains of Kaiso with their additional
C-terminal beta-strands (43) (Supplementary Figure S21).
A similar interface is used by some closely related UBZ-
type C2H2 fingers for ubiquitin recognition, while other
domains of this type use only the distal part of alpha-
helix (44,45) (Supplementary Figure S21). These examples
demonstrate that protein interactions mediated by non-
DNA-binding interfaces of classical zinc fingers can be a
common property of these domains. Most of the described
interactions involve structured protein domains. Therefore,
the recognition of an intrinsically disordered MSL2 peptide
by a classical C2H2 zinc finger of CLAMP is the only de-
scribed naturally occurring interaction of this type. Many
other classical C2H2 zinc-finger domains can be involved
in such interactions.
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